
85th Rule Changes 1	

Changes in the bill, as filed: 2	
Committee membership, jurisdiction (Rule 3) 3	
There will be no changes in the number of committees, the number of members on those 4	
committees, or the jurisdiction of the committees. There were some technical corrections to 5	
conform with changes to the official names of state agencies or entities that have occurred during 6	
the past several sessions. 7	
Requesting and distributing bill analyses (Rule 4) 8	
Bill authors are no longer authorized to request a bill analysis from the Texas Legislative Council 9	
(TLC) for distribution to committee members when a bill is laid out for the first time in committee 10	
or for a committee report. Committees could continue to make these requests. HR 4 maintains a 11	
requirement that when a bill first comes before a committee, committee staff give bill authors copies 12	
of bill analyses at the earliest possible opportunity and at least by the time the bill is laid out before 13	
the committee. It will require committee chairs to continue to provide bill analyses for committee 14	
reports to bill authors when the analyses are complete. The resolution also eliminated a requirement 15	
that the House sponsor of a Senate bill receive a copy of the bill analysis to reflect the fact that 16	
under the rules a sponsor is not named until the Senate bill is reported from committee. Committee 17	
staff is no longer required to distribute non-TLC drafted bill analyses to authors at least 48 hours 18	
before a measure is laid out in committee for the first time. 19	
Posting notice for formal meetings for some Senate bills (Rule 4) 20	
HR 4 extended to formal meetings a current rule that affects posting requirements for public 21	
hearings at which certain Senate bills are considered. Currently, some posting requirements are not 22	
applied to public hearings on Senate bills that are substantially the same as a House bill that 23	
previously was the subject of a duly posted public hearing by the committee. 24	
Video testimony (Rule 4) 25	
HR 4 eliminated a requirement that the committee coordinator examine the feasibility of video 26	
testimony and establish procedures to permit individuals to submit testimony through an online 27	
video. 28	
	 29	
Changes made by amendment: 30	
Amendment 1 (Rule 3) by Elkins 31	
Added “cybersecurity” to the list of items that are in the jurisdiction of the Government 32	
Transparency and Operation Committee (Elkins’ committee). 33	
Amendment 18 (Rule 4) by Schaefer  34	
This amendment requires that the Committee on House Administration ensure that audio/video 35	
recordings of public meetings in the Appropriations Committee, including subcommittees, are 36	
posted on the Internet. 37	
Amendment 28 (Rule 4) by Stickland 38	
This amendment changed a “may” to a “shall.” Now, committee coordinators shall make substitutes 39	
or amendments and any nonconfidential written testimony by a state agency available on the 40	
Internet. However, in a conversation that was recorded into the minutes, Reps. G. Bonnen and 41	
Stickland agreed that this rule would not be enforceable by a point of order. 42	

	 43	


